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LAY ABSTRACT 

Public health research seeks to understand the drivers of health and disease in a 
population like US adults. Sometimes, researchers analyze data characteristics different 
from the population they want to study. To account for these differences, researchers 
apply a statistical tool called weights. Researchers apply more weight to groups that 
need more representation in the data. The goal is to make the data look more like the 
population of interest.  

For example, almost 1 in 7 people in the US live in a rural area, but a dataset may only 
have 1 in 20 people from a rural area. So, to better represent the rural population in the 



data, researchers would apply more weight to data from rural areas to make the dataset 
look more like the US population.  

Suppose researchers ignore differences between the data and those in the population. 
In that case, analyses may give us incorrect information about the population. However, 
when researchers apply weights correctly, analyses give us more accurate information 
about the population.  

In this study, the researchers created rules to help scientists better apply weights to 
their data. To make these rules, the researchers tested weights on 3 large electronic 
health record (EHR) datasets. EHR datasets contain medical information on many 
people and are common to use in research on populations.  

Each EHR dataset collected data differently, and groups in these datasets differed from 
their populations of interest. The researchers created weights so that data would 
represent these populations.  

The researchers ran different analyses to see how the weights would change results. 
Some analyses had more accurate results when weights were used. For example, using 
weights gave more accurate results when analyzing the relationship between colorectal 
cancer and different diseases.  

This research tells us that studies using EHR data should explain how groups are 
represented in their data, and how they use weights. Researchers need to think about 
the goal of their analyses, decide which groups to study, and use the correct weights. 

 


